
Will the Market Leader products still be fully integrated 
with tools such as The Greenhouse and Dash? Yes, access 
will still be provided via The Greenhouse SSO. New leads and 
contacts will only sync from Zap if this is requested at the 
company level. All of the BHGRE branded assets will remain 
in place, but will not be updated with new content. 

Will Market Leader be integrated with the next generation 
products? The open architecture and APIs that power the 
Realogy Productivity Hub will be available to Market Leader 
if they choose to integrate. We cannot guarantee timing, 
pricing or availability.

What is the cost to an individual agent to continue to use 
these products? The Pro product will be offered for a limited 
time, 6 months, at a cost of $25/month.  More information 
is available here.

How can I transfer my contacts from the Market Leader 
system to the Zap CRM? There are 3 ways to do this, 
depending on which method you prefer. First, the Export 
Contacts feature in can be used to extract your contacts 
from Market Leader and then the Bulk Import in Zap can be 
used to import them. If you have a small number of contacts 
that need to be transferred, these can be manually synced 
through LeadRouter, one at a time. The last option would 
require you to sync Market Leader with Gmail and then 
connect and sync your contacts from Gmail to Zap. There 
will be training sessions and documentation provided that 
walks through all of these methods. The BHGRE marketing 
team will also be available to assist or answer questions every 
Thursday from 4-5pm ET starting June 11, 2020.

How can I transition my contacts from the Market Leader 
system to another CRM? The Export Contacts feature 
or Gmail integration can be used to extract your contacts 
from Market Leader. You will have to follow the instructions 
provided by your other CRM provider to import them. 

Is there help available to transition to another CRM? 
Training and documentation will only be available for 
transitioning to the Zap CRM and BHGRE Marketing 
Center solutions.  

What will happen to my BetterAgents.com website? These 
websites will be shut down unless you subscribe to continue 
the service at your own cost.

Is the Market Leader Digital Marketing Center and 
Contact Manager going away? These products will continue 
to be available for any broker or agent who wants to use 
them, but they will no longer be funded by the brand except 
for in Canada where the Zap CRM and website is not 
currently available.

Why is this happening? There are several factors driving this 
decision:
1. Alternative products, funded by the brand, are now 

available (Zap CRM, Social Tool, Marketing Center). The 
brand is investing heavily in these tools with the goal of 
simplifying and automating the agent experience.

2. Products we build are more stable, flexible, can be 
integrated and adapted more quickly.

3. The cost of licenses is increasing. 
4. We want to maximize the marketing dollars we have to 

invest in brand awareness and lead generation programs 
such as Boost.

5. Usage of these tools has declined significantly as 
adoption of the Zap CRM, or other 3rd party solutions 
has increased.

When will the brand stop funding these products?  
Our agreement is ending on July 31st 2020.

What alternatives can be used for Contact Management?  
The Zap CRM can be used to manage contacts, send bulk 
emails, and manage email campaigns for leads as well as 
Sphere of Influence and past clients. 

What alternatives can be used for Digital Marketing? The 
new BHGRE Marketing Center can be used, in conjunction 
with the Social Tool and Zap CRM to create and share digital 
marketing materials.

What alternatives can be used for Print Marketing? The 
Print Marketing center, powered by XpressDocs contains 
all of the printable/branded assets you might need and will 
not be affected. In addition, the new BHGRE Marketing 
Center contains many items such as customizable postcards, 
flyers and brochures. Both resources will be available for 
your printing needs. All materials in the BHGRE Marketing 
Center will be downloadable and printable locally.
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Can I export my customized print and digital assets? 
Print and digital assets you have customized in the Digital 
Marketing Center cannot be exported for use in another 
CRM or print fulfillment center. Prior to the termination 
of your Market Leader account, we highly recommend 
you re-create any customized assets in the Zap CRM 
(email campaigns) or the new BHGRE Marketing Center 
(flyers, brochures, postcards, etc). Many Images, designs 
and content in the Market Leader system is owned and 
controlled by them and will not be part of this transition.

I didn’t subscribe to an account, but I missed the deadline 
for transitioning my contacts to Zap. Are these contacts 
lost forever? Market Leader will maintain a record of your 
account for a short period of time after our agreement 
ends so that you can recover your data from them directly 
(additional charges may apply). 

Where can I find the full list of classes that cover Zap, the 
new BHGRE Marketing Center and the transition process? 
Check the Calendar in the Greenhouse to register and 
attend the classes. There will be recorded sessions available as 
well if you cannot attend.

What actions are recommended to complete this transition 
if an agent chooses not to subscribe to the Market Leader 
product?

TRANSITIONING AWAY FROM  
THE DIGITAL MARKETING CENTER
1. Recreate customized emails in Zap or your preferred CRM
2. Recreate other print/digital designs in the new BHGRE 

Marketing Center
3. Be sure to look for the new Transitioning to the BHGRE 

Marketing Center class beginning on June 4, 2020. 
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TRANSITIONING AWAY FROM  
THE AGENT WEBSITES
1. Update any vanity domain or other website reference  

to your custom Zap or other Agent website
2. Send Welcome Email to your clients through Zap or  

your preferred CRM
3. Set up any necessary listing alerts for clients in Zap  

or your preferred CRM

TRANSITIONING AWAY FROM 
THE CONTACT MANAGER
1. Export your contacts from the Digital Marketing Center 

by clicking Contacts->Export Contacts Export/Import 
o If you are using the Zap CRM, it is better to omit 

the LeadRouter contacts from the export. This will 
reduce any chance for errors and speed up the import 
process.

o If using Zap CRM, import them by clicking “+ Add”-
>New Contacts->Import Contacts and following the 
instructions. We have improved the import process to 
minimize the steps necessary to format the data file.

o If using a CRM other than Zap, you may also have to 
adjust the file format before importing them to your 
preferred CRM.

2. Recreate any customized campaigns in Zap or your 
preferred CRM
o We have added a significant number of new emails to 

the Zap CRM as well as new follow-up plans ranging 
from one month to one year in duration. There is a 
new class available, BHGRE Zap Campaigns, with 
more details about how to effectively use these 
campaigns to stay in touch.

3. Assign leads to appropriate follow-up plans in Zap or drip 
campaigns in your preferred CRM. In Zap, you can use 
the contact filters to find all new contacts added, then 
you can assign a Follow-up Plan using Bulk Actions.
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